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ABSTRACT: The mechanized gathering process of sweeping coffee is extremely important to 

reduce the losses of fruit not used in the harvesting operation. But this operation usually has a low 

operational performance and a high cost per unit collected in this way any measures that can 

effectively reduce costs increase the viability of the operation. In this sense, studies on adequacy 

tractor mass for each operation show improvement in energy use, reducing fuel consumption. So, 

this study aimed to quantify the fuel consumption and effective power along the process of a tractor 

4x2 FWD pulling the coffee harvester. I was used as treatments three ballasting settings, these being 

equivalent the relations power to weight of 36, 39 and 42 kg hp-1 working with and without 

activated FWD, randomized statistically, with 10 repetitions each configuration. It was conclude 

that, at low power-weight ratio, the front wheel drive assist had no significant influence on the hour 

fuel consumption. Already in the configuration with higher ratio, the use of front wheel drive 

favored in reducing fuel consumption and better energy use. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, Brazilian agriculture has undergone a transitional period due to the burden of 

costs and the increasing unavailability of labor (Fernandes et al., 2012). The intensive use of 

machines has become essential for the sustainability of many agribusiness components, and in the 

face of the high investments with the acquisition of machines, the concern with the optimization of 

their use becomes more and more necessary. Besides the constant search for the machines 

improvement, at each year, the market presents novelties, either by new concepts or adequacy of 

existing ones (Salvador et al., 2009). 

Another factor that accounts for most of the costs is the fuel or the energy demand spent on 

agricultural activities, especially on large power machines, and for this reason, agricultural 

companies have been adjusting the machines to reduce operational consumption (Montanha et al., 

2011). 

As well as in cultures with higher production technology, coffee production underwent 

several adaptations in the last 15 years, especially in harvesting activities, mainly in order to reduce 

costs and guarantee the survival of the activity (Silva et al., 2003; Fernandes et al., 2012; Santinato 

et al., 2015a). 

The coffee harvest consists of six stages, such as: cleaning of the soil under the coffee plants, 

harvest, sweeping, gathering, shaking and transportation, being initiated before the beginning of the 

fall of the dry fruits, since that most fruits are mature (Oliveira et al., 2007). Thus, compared to 

other crops the coffee harvest requires greater attention and has a higher degree of difficulty to be 

performed with high efficiency and quality throughout the process (Cassia et al., 2013). 
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Considering the possibility of optimization of gathering operations and also the reduction of 

costs, mechanization becomes a point of extreme importance in a coffee crop (Santinato et al., 

2015b). Among the harvesting stages, gathering of fallen fruits in the soil is notable for having a 

high cost per harvested unit, mainly due to the low operational field capacity (Tavares et al., 2015). 
Baio et al. (2013) point out that to reduce the costs of operations, we can increase the operational 

capacity or adjust the sets used for each operation, allowing reducing the demand for machinery and 

obtaining lower fuel consumption. 

As agriculture tends to become increasingly mechanized, agricultural enterprises that seek to 

remain at the top of the market, with a greater margin of safety, are betting on management tools 

that monitor and provide information to enable decision making (Voltarelli et al., 2013). In this 

sense, these companies seek to adjust or balance the time and the machines operation mode 

according to the functions they perform, reducing maintenance and unnecessary consumption of 

fuel (Montanha et al., 2011). 

The agricultural tractor may be suitable by modifying its mass-power ratio according to the 

conditions and operations in which it will work, what may increase or decrease the energy demand 

resulting from the operation. Therefore, the suitability of a tractor with the use of auxiliary front 

wheel drive (TDA) and ballast (liquid and metallic) can contribute, when well done, so that the 

tractor does not get excess mass (excess ballast) or excessive skating (lack of ballast), resulting in 

increased fuel consumption and wear of internal components (Monteiro et al., 2011). In this sense, 

recent studies with statistical process control (SPC) has shown a high management potential to 

monitor the variability causes of mechanized agricultural processes, allowing decision making to 

reduce the variability in question, increasing the reliability of operations (Zerbato et al. 2014, Silva 

et al., 2013).  

In view of the aforementioned information, assuming that the suitability of tractors for 

agricultural use generates benefits to the operation's performance in order to reduce the hourly fuel 

consumption, this study aimed to evaluate the power demand in mechanized coffee harvester, 

through the adequacy of the tractor in three ballast configurations, with and without the use of the 

auxiliary power take-off.  

 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

The experiment was carried out in the agricultural area of the municipality of Presidente 

Olegário-MG, Brazil, at latitude 18°02’04”south and longitude 47°27’38”west, with average 

altitude of 917 meters and and slope of 3%. According to Peel et al. (2007), the climate of the site is 

Aw according to the Köeppen-Geiger classification, with an average precipitation of 1400 mm 

annually. The soil of the site is classified as RED LATOSOL Dystroferric medium texture by 

EMBRAPA classification (EMBRAPA, 2006). The cultivar used was the Catuaí Vermelho IAC 

144 planted in a circle (Pivot). 

The pickup of the falling coffee was performed by a mechanized set tractor 4x2 FWD John 

Deere 5425 N with rated power of 75 hp (55.16 kW) at 2400 rpm in the engine and a Miac Master 

Coffee 2 harvester, operating at an average speed of 1.26 Km h-1. The tractor was equipped with 

Goodyear tires with dimensions 9.5-16 R1 on the front wheel and 14.9-24 R1 on the rear wheel. 
The statistical design was based on the assumptions of the statistical quality control, and the 

treatments consisted of three ballast configurations in the tractor, propitiating in the mass-power 

relations of 36, 39 and 42 kg hp-1. The tractor has 2400 kg mass without ballast, distributed in 40% 

and 60% in the front and the rear part, respectively. 

For the 36 kg hp-1 ratio, only 50% of liquid ballast (water) was used in the tires, which 

increased 160 kg and 238 kg in the front and rear axles, respectively. In the 39 kg hp-1 ratio, was 

used in the front four metallic ballasts of 47 kg without water on the wheels, and on the rear axle, 

two metallic ballasts of 48 kg and 75% of water in the tires (356 kg of water in both). As for the 42 

kg hp-1 ratio, was used on the front part three metallic ballasts of 47 kg, and 75% of water (228 kg); 
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the rear axle had 2 metallic ballasts of 48 kg, and 75% of water in the tires (356 kg of water in 

both). 

The harvester has a mass of 3430 kg, transferring 600 kg to the tractor's drawbar, which 

increases the mass of the tractor’s rear axle. This transfer occurs due to the fact that most of the 

harvester mass is concentrated at the back of the harvester. 

It was carried out the characterization of the advancement and the skating of the tractor’s 

wheels, using an electronic advancer of the brand Finger of Brazil, coupling the equipment to the 

tractor’s wheels, to quantify the number of the wheels’ turns, adjusting also the tire pressure 

depending on the load, according to the ALAPA manual (ALAPA, 2007). The values of 

advancement and skating were 2.53 and 5.37; 1.80 and 2.88 and 2.28% and 0.01% for the 36, 39 

and 42 kg hp-1 ratios, respectively. 

The fuel consumption assessment was performed according to methodology cited by Macedo 

et al. (2016) using Oval flow meters; model LSN40, with output signal impulse type and 1 mL per 

pulse accuracy. Ten measurements were performed with the tractor operating with and without 

FWD triggered, at each mass-power ratio. The estimation of the effective power was calculated in 

function of theoretical power (Equations 1 and 2) according to Mialhe (1974), in which the total 

hourly fuel consumption of the mechanized coffee harvester set was used. 

 
(1) 

where,  

Tp – Theoretical power, hp;  

HFC - hourly fuel consumption, L h-1;  

0,852 – Especific mass of fuel, kg L-1 (Mialhe, 1980);  

10110 -  calorific value of fuel, kcal kg-1 (Mialhe, 1980);  

427 – mechanical equivalent of heat, kgm kcal-1;  

3600 – conversion factor, 

75 - conversion factor. 

 

 
(2) 

where,  

Ep - effective power, kW;  

Tp – Theoretical power, hp;  

0,34 - Mechanical thermal efficiency (Mialhe, 1980),  

1,36 - conversion factor. 

 

As initial analysis, the data were submitted to descriptive statistics, to allow the general 

visualization of their behavior. This analysis assumes the data as being independent of each other, 

therefore, without considering the influence of the sampling site and relative positions. Finally, a 

general demonstration of the behavior of the data was performed by calculating the measures of 

central tendency (mean and median) and dispersion measures (standard deviation, amplitude and 

coefficient of variation), as well as the coefficients of asymmetry and kurtosis (Léon et al., 2005). 
The Ryan-Joiner test was used to verify the normality of the data, being a measure of proximity of 

the points and the estimated probability line, giving greater rigidity to the analysis (Noiman, 2013). 

The results were evaluated through statistical process control, using the sequential graphs, in 

which standard values are used (Dellaretti Filho & Drumond, 1994). These standard values allow 
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the monitoring of the process and the identification of the variation type to which it is submitted 

over time, and may consist of: grouping - represented by groups of points in certain areas of the 

graph, above or below the median; trend - which represents a sequence of successive increases or 

decreases in detected observations when the number of useful observations is successive, more than 

seven; mixing - this is a pattern that indicates the absence of points near the center line, that is, the 

points alternate above and below the center line (median), showing that there are two distinct data 

groups; and oscillation - indication of the existence or not of a regular pattern occurring over time, 

being detected when the data fluctuates rapidly above or below the median. 

The verification of the data randomness was performed by means of the 5% probability test 

and, since the p-value for the standards is less than 0.05, the null hypothesis of non-randomness is 

rejected in favor of the alternative to the standard tested. The occurrence of these patterns may 

indicate that the process is close to extrapolating the control limits that is, it becomes unstable or 

that it is already present in this situation, but this type of analysis must be complemented by 

checking the control charts, thus obtaining greater precision in the behavior of quality indicators 

(MINITAB, 2007). 

It was also used I-MR control charts (individual values and moving amplitude), which have 

central lines (general mean and mean amplitude), as well as upper and lower control limits, defined 

as UCL and LCL, calculated with (For UCL, mean plus three times the standard deviation, and for 

LCL, mean minus three times the deviation, when greater than zero). These charts were used in 

order to identify the non-randomness due to the process, as well as to evaluate the operation quality, 

using as quality indicators the variables described previously (Montgomery, 2009). 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

For the hourly fuel consumption and the effective power of the engine for each of the 

treatments used (36, 39 and 42 kg hp-1) and by the activation, or not, of the auxiliary front wheel 

drive (FWD), it was obtained, according to the Ryan-Joiner test, that in five treatments, the results 

present normal probability distribution, whereas only in the 39 kg hp-1 setting with the FWD 

triggered, the results present a non-normal distribution (Table 1). 

 

TABLE 1. Descriptive statistics for the hourly fuel consumption and effective power in the 

mechanized coffee harvester. 

 
Hourly fuel consumption (L h-1) 

Average Mediam σ Amplitude CV Cs Ck RJ 

36kg hp-1 with FWD 7.25 7.11 1.52 4.00 20.93 0.14 -1.81 0.96N 

36kg hp-1 wo. FWD 7.35 7.10 0.75 2.54 10.18 1.83 3.66 0.89N 

39kg hp-1 with FWD 7.05 6.52 1.34 4.00 18.96 1.76 2.02 0.84A 

39kg hp-1 wo. FWD 7.66 7.27 1.73 4.92 22.63 0.09 -1.08 0.98N 

42kg hp-1 with FWD 6.39 6.57 0.71 2.22 11.11 -1.16 0.50 0.93N 

42kg hp-1 wo. FWD 7.28 7.50 0.81 2.62 11.17 -0.80 0.21 0.97N 

 Effective power (kW) 

36kg hp-1 with FWD 24.69 24.22 5.17 13.57 20.93 0.14 -1.81 0.96N 

36kg hp-1 wo. FWD 25.02 24.19 2.54 8.56 10.18 1.83 3.66 0.89N 

39kg hp-1 with FWD 24.01 22.20 4.55 13.62 18.96 1.76 2.02 0.83A 

39kg hp-1 wo. FWD 26.10 24.75 5.91 16.77 22.63 0.09 -1.08 0.98N 

42kg hp-1 with FWD 21.76 22.37 2.41 7.56 11.11 -1.16 0.50 0.93N 

42kg hp-1 ow. FWD 24.78 25.54 2.76 8.19 11.17 -0.80 0.21 0.96N 
 σ – Standard deviation; CV (%) – Coefficient of variation; Cs – Coefficient of asymmetry; Ck – Kurtosis coefficient; RJ – Ryan-

Joiner normality test (N: Normal distribution; A: Non-normal distribution); wo. – without. 
 

In addition, the averages and medians have very close values, and the largest difference 

between both occurs in the configuration in which the results do not present normal distribution, 

which affirms the fact of non-normality for both quality indicators evaluated. The values found for 
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the amplitude of the results for each type of adequacy can be considered as high, as well as the 

values of the standard deviation and coefficient of variation, in only two treatments (36 kg hp-1 with 

FWD and 39 kg hp-1 without FWD), indicating that, in these cases, the central tendency of the data 

(average) does not represent well the distribution of the data (Pimentel-Gomes & Garcia, 2002). 

On the other hand, by the analysis of the hourly fuel consumption and the engine effective 

power, by means of the asymmetry coefficient, low and positive values were verified for two 

treatments (36 kg hp-1 with FWD and 39 kg hp-1 without FWD), indicating that the results are well 

distributed around the mean of the treatment; moderate and positive for the 36 kg hp-1 with FWD, 

indicating a slight asymmetry of the data to the right side of the distribution (average greater than 

the median) and moderate and negative for 42 kg hp-1 without FWD, resulting in mild asymmetry to 

the left, which represents the median being greater than the average of the data set (MINITAB, 

2007). As for the rest of treatments the asymmetry coefficients are considered high, which may 

show a tendency to deviate from the distributions mean of the results, and is not, however, strong 

enough to make a non-normal distribution. 

In relation to the kurtosis coefficient, it was found that the distributions, for treatments 36 kg 

hp-1 with FWD and 39 kg hp-1 without FWD, are considered platykurtic, because the coefficient is 

negative and its representation curve is flattened ; for the relations 36 kg hp-1 without FWD, 39 kg 

hp-1 with FWD and 42 kg hp-1 with and without FWD triggered, the distributions are leptokurtic, 

since they present values greater than zero, representing greater sharpness of the distribution curves. 
Despite the slight distortions of the curves, which represent the kurtosis coefficient, these were not 

sufficient to make the distribution not normal for both quality indicators. 

The standard values of the hourly fuel consumption and the effective power demanded in the 

operation presented non-randomness patterns only in the mass-power ratio of 42 kg ha-1, working 

with auxiliary front-wheel drive (FWD), in which there was a standard trend. This pattern may 

indicate possible increases in the amount of fuel demanded during the operation, while the other 

treatments had random behaviors (Table 1). 

 

TABLE 2. Standard values of probability of sequential graphs for hourly fuel consumption and 

effective power in three ballasts of the tractor in the mechanized coffee harvester. 

 Hourly fuel consumption 

 G** M T O 

36 kg hp-1 with TWD 0.09ns 0.91ns 0.13ns 0.86ns 

36 kg hp-1 without TWD 0.74ns 0.51ns 0.39ns 0.60ns 

39 kg hp-1 with TWD 0.91ns 0.09ns 0.71ns 0.29ns 

39 kg hp-1 without TWD 0.91ns 0.09ns 0.71ns 0.29ns 

42 kg hp-1 with TWD 0.09ns 0.91ns 0.003* 0.99ns 

42 kg hp-1 without TWD 0.80ns 0.20ns 0.39ns 0.60ns 

 Effective power 

 G** M T O 

36 kg hp-1 with TWD 0.09ns 0.91ns 0.13ns 0.86ns 

36 kg hp-1 without TWD 0.74ns 0.51ns 0.39ns 0.60ns 

39 kg hp-1 with TWD 0.91ns 0.09ns 0.71ns 0.29ns 

39 kg hp-1 without TWD 0.91ns 0.09ns 0.71ns 0.29ns 

42 kg hp-1 with TWD 0.09ns 0.91ns 0.003* 0.99ns 

42 kg hp-1 without TWD 0.80ns 0.20ns 0.39ns 0.60ns 
 

1Weight-power ratios (36, 39 and 42 kg.hp-1) and working method (with and without auxiliary driven front wheel drive (FWD) ** 

G - Grouping, M- Mixture, T - Trend, O - Oscillation. Ns- not significant at p <0.05; * Significant at p <0.05. 

 

For a qualitative-quantitative analysis, it is necessary to help each of these quality indicators 

separately, in order to better understand the behavior of the data over time (MINITAB, 2007). Thus 

allowing to understand the behavior of the effective power demanded during the operation. 
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According Mialhe (1980), information related to the effective power allows to verify if the 

mechanized assemblies are in equilibrium and behaving in a predictable way. 

By analyzing the control charts for mass-power ratio 36 kg hp-1 with and without the front-

wheel drive, it can be seen that the means of fuel consumption are close (7.25 L h -1 and 7.35 L H-

1) (Figure 1; Table 1). It is also noted that the process is considered stable, with all points within the 

lower and upper control limits with and without FWD (auxiliary front wheel drive). This 

information proves the randomness pointed out by the standard values of the sequential graphs, 

allowing affirming that the process is free of external influences (Table 2). 

 

 
FIGURE 1. Control charts for fuel consumption in relations to power-weight 36, 39 and 42 kg hp-1. 

(a) Control charts of individual values. (b) Control charts of moving amplitude. UCL: 

Upper control limit; LCL: Lower control limit; X̅: Average of individual values; MR: 

Average of moving range. wo = without. 

 

On the other hand, the upper and lower limits present great variation, as well as their moving 

amplitudes, since these are acquired according to the standard deviation of each treatment, making 

the limits of the configuration with the triggered traction more distant, since its values of standard 

deviation and coefficient of variation were higher than the values of the treatment without the 

auxiliary front traction, evidencing the greater variability of the collected data in the first 

configuration. Therefore, in this configuration, there is no evidence of any advantage in the use of 

auxiliary tractor traction during the mechanized harvester operation, increasing the energy demand 

in the course of the operation. 

For treatments in which the mass-power ratio is 39 kg hp-1, it can be verified that the 

configuration with the FWD-triggered has a behavior with less variability when compared to the 

configuration without FWD, showing standard deviation and coefficient of variation of lower 

values. 

The treatment that has the aid of the front traction presented instability of the process because 

there is a point, as for the chart of individual values as for the moving amplitude, exceeding the 

upper limit of control, evidencing some external cause responsible for this variation, influencing in 

the hourly consumption efficiency. 
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It is also observed that although there are no patterns of non-randomness (Table 2), the 

process is unstable, which may show that the use of random patterns and control charts are essential 

for the monitoring of an agricultural process, leading to a greater criterion in the analysis and 

interpretation of the factors that decrease the quality level of the operation. Therefore, in this 

configuration, there is evidence of advantages in the use of front tractor traction, despite the 

instability of the process, because in this configuration, the average hourly consumption is smaller, 

being considerable when observed in a longer time scale for the operation, resulting in lower energy 

demand of the operation. 

The mass-power ratio 42 kg hp-1 for the coffee harvester operation when performed with the 

auxiliary front-wheel drive showed an average hourly fuel consumption lower than the one in which 

there was no use of the FWD (Auxiliary Front Wheel Drive), with values of 6.39 and 7.28 L h-1, 

respectively (Figure 1). 

It is also observed a lower amplitude and standard deviation of these results for the mass-

power ratio 42 kg hp-1 with the use of FWD, resulting in less variability. However, the first 

observation of the treatment with FWD is outside the control limits, indicating that this 

configuration, despite having process instability, has lower hourly fuel consumption, which is 

interesting for the operation and does not necessarily represent a factor that compromise the quality 

and energy demand of the operation. 

According to all these results, it is possible to observe a great influence of the activation of the 

auxiliary traction on the hourly fuel consumption in this condition of ballasting, and therefore, as 

the average value of this operation (42 kg hp-1 with FWD) has a module considerably smaller than 

the values of the other evaluated configurations. In this way, this option makes the operation of 

better cost-benefit to the producer, being economically viable, because as the total work hours of 

this tractor is high, small differences in the hourly consumption averages can result in major savings 

at the end of a crop. 

Montanha et al. (2011) mention that in operations such as the mechanized coffee harvester, in 

which the harvester has a larger mass than the tractor, it is extremely important to use the FWD in 

order to provide greater stability in the operation, generating greater safety and comfort for the 

operator. Gabriel Filho et al. (2010) cite that, depending on soil surface conditions and the use of 

traction, speed can be increased to increase tractor performance. 

Figure 2 shows that the engine effective power showed process instability for the treatments 

with 39 and 42 kg hp-1, using FWD, with at least one point outside the control limits for the 

individual values charts or of mobile amplitude. It was also observed that a trend-type non-

randomness pattern was detected for the treatment with 42 kg hp-1, with FWD (Table 2), which 

represented the increase of the effective power during the operation, which resulted in instability of 

the process. 
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FIGURE 2. Control charts for effective power in relation to power-weight 36, 39 and 42 kg hp-1. (a) 

Control charts of individual values. (b) Control charts of moving amplitude. UCL: 

Upper control limit; LCL: Lower control limit; X̅: Average of individual values; MR: 

Average of moving range. wo= without. 

 

Despite the instability of the process, the treatment with 42 kg hp-1, using FWD, it was 

verified the lowest effective power of the operation, using 40% of the available power of the engine 

in its nominal rotation, resulting in the lower energy demand of the operation, and can be 

considered the most adequate mass-power ratio for mechanized coffee harvester. It should be noted 

that the lowest and highest variability due to the coffee gathering operation occurred for the 42 kg 

hp-1 (with FWD) and 39 kg hp-1 (without FWD), respectively, being observed in the control charts 

for moving amplitude. 

Seki et al. (2009), when assessing the energy demand in mechanized agricultural processes, 

reported that the effective power can be an indication of the energy consumption demanded in the 

operation, since it has a direct relation with the hourly fuel consumption. This situation may be 

similar to what occurred for the present study, since in the points of greatest fuel consumption there 

were an increase in the effective power, a fact that, when not properly identified, can make the 

operation performed by the mechanized group less sustainable. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

The change in the weight-power ratio of the tractor, as well the use of auxiliary front-wheel 

drive, interfere directly for fuel and effective power demanded in the gathering operation.  

The lowest values of the hourly fuel consumption and effective power takes place for the 

mass-power ratio with 42 kg hp-1 with auxiliary front-wheel drive. 

The weight-power ratio 39 kg hp-1 and 42 kg hp-1 of the tractor-harvester set, without the 

auxiliary front-wheel drive, presents higher hourly fuel consumption and effective power of the 

operation. 

The use of statistical quality control tools proved to be effective for demonstrate standards of 

behavior in the course of the operation, allowing to check and interpret which weight-power ratio 

presents higher quality in the mechanized coffee harvester. 
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